11th Oct.08 - Siblings Training Programme
A half day training programme for siblings was held at Sandnya Srushti campus. It was meant to help the siblings of our students to cope up with intricacies of this complex problem of mentally challenged.

12th Oct.08 -- Parents workshop a whole day workshop for parents was held at Sandnya Srushti and was coordinated by the senior Cl.Psychologist from Mumbai Mrs. Pratima Hawaldar. It was very well attended.

20th Oct.08: 8 students of our special school appeared for 1st standard exams. And on an average they scored 68% marks. The more important thing is, they appeared for this exams by going to the normal school namely Ranapratap Nagar Primary School.

2nd Nov. 08: Sandnya Sanwardhan Sanstha celebrated its annual day programme at IMA auditorium. There were more than 700 persons who witnessed the presentation of our “differently able” children. The auditorium was full to its capacity. Swami Yogatmanad of Ramkrishna Mission, Providence, USA was the chief guest. Mrs. Ashatai Bage, the eminent Marathi writer presided over the function.

19th Nov.08: Mr. Akshay Bhole of Ashsa for Education, USA visited Sandnya Sanwardhan Sanstha, and was with our students for more than four hours.

6th Dec.08: Our students went on out door picnic to Kelwad, about 45km.from Nagpur. It is a beautiful place and has got Balaji temple in the centre of a big farm house.
6th Dec.08: On this very same day parents of our students also went for a outdoor picnic to Duttapur which 70 km from Nagpur. They visited center of science for villages. This trip was to explore the work opportunities for our children [mentally challenged].

25th Dec.08: A parent workshop was organized at Sandnya Srushti for speech and language problems. For the whole day workshop the resource person was Mrs.Richa Deshmukh from Ohio State University.

27th Dec.08: A whole day training programme was under taken for the entire staff of Sandnya Sanwardhan Sanstha at Sandnya Srushti, Butibori. This was to facilitate the efforts of the staff in improving the communication skills of our students and staff as well.